Bioprospecting:
securing a piece of the pie
The commercial use of biodiversity has become a highly contentious area of policy, marked
by mistrust and misunderstanding. Sarah Laird and Rachel Wynberg say the arguments are
far from being settled.

ioprospecting—the exploration of
biological material for commerciallyvaluable genetic and biochemical
properties—is usually associated with the
contemporary research and development of
biodiversity using sophisticated technologies
in research intensive industries. However, the
practice of collecting, analysing, and
commercializing biological material is as old
as human civilization. New crop varieties,
medicines, livestock, and other products have
resulted from a long history of trade and
exchange of genetic and biological resources,
and associated traditional knowledge.
Today, the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, seed, crop protection, horticulture,
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cosmetic and personal care, fragrance, botanicals, and food and beverage industries
market numerous valuable products derived
from genetic and biological resources. They
also undertake research and development for
new products, or use genetic resources in
their research or manufacturing. But the
ways companies demand access to resources,
and use them as part of R&D programmes,
or in commercial products, varies significantly by sector.
Scientific and technological advances in
the 1990s led many pharmaceutical companies to lose interest in natural products as a
source of molecular diversity for drug discovery and development. Natural products were

considered too slow, too costly, and too
problematic from a scientific and business
perspective. There were also major uncertainties because of the lack of legal clarity
associated with gaining access to material
under the terms of the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD) which require
equitable benefit sharing, prior informed
consent, and mutually agreed terms. At the
same time, however, natural product drugs
developed in earlier years continued to
contribute significantly to industry’s bottom
line, particularly in categories like infectious
disease and cancer.
In the last decade, in what are now wellestablished research cycles, new scientific and
technological developments have once again
made natural products of interest. At the
same time, however, they have also made it
possible to look with new eyes at what is
found in companies’ ‘backyards’ and to
generate more diversity in the laboratory,
where existing genome sequences and databases can yield novel structures. The full
impact of these developments on demand for
access to genetic resources from high biodiversity areas is still unfolding, but it is likely
that nature will continue to be a source for
original novelty and complexity that will
then be modified in the laboratory.
As a result of these advances, microorganisms are of increasing interest to the
pharmaceutical and biotech industries. While
plants, insects, marine and other organisms
continue to be studied, new technologies
allow researchers to access microbial diversity
previously inaccessible to them. At the same
time they are discovering a far greater number
of interesting compounds in known organisms through ‘genome mining’. The astounding numbers and diversity of microorganisms,
combined with their all-pervasive existence,
have led to renewed interest in their use for
energy- and water-saving industrial processes,
climate control, pollution control, biomaterials, and many other applications. When
collecting from nature, biotech companies are
interested in biochemical diversity found not
only in areas with high species diversity, but
also in extreme environments or unique
ecological niches like salt lakes, deserts, caves,
hydrothermal vents, and cold seeps in the
deep seabed.
The US Venter Institute is undertaking
a global expedition to sample microbial
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abundance and diversity in marine and
coastal environments. The findings will be
used to design and engineer species to replace
petrochemicals, better understand reef
health, analyse drinking water and air quality, track and avoid emerging viruses, and
understand the effects of releasing ships’
ballast water. Initiatives such as these throw
up a host of new questions and challenges
regarding access and benefit sharing (ABS),
including difficulties in assigning ownership
over microorganisms, and prior informed
consent and benefit sharing associated with
these collections.
In recent years, concerns about biopiracy have escalated. In some cases these
concerns have been necessary stimulants
towards attaining equitable agreements and
persuading reluctant parties to negotiate. For
example, public outrage was expressed about
the filing by the South Africa-based Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
of a patent for active compounds of the
Hoodia plant responsible for suppressing
appetite. The indigenous San had long used
the plant for this purpose, but the CSIR did
not get consent to use this traditional knowledge, and the San were not acknowledged in

the patent application. International media
coverage and NGO pressure forced the
development of an agreement of mutual
benefit to the CSIR and the San.
On the other hand, charges of biopiracy
and legal uncertainty associated with accessing genetic resources are considered major
impediments to commercial and academic
research. A number of companies have
restricted their research activities as a result,
and many academic researchers find the ABS
policy process is having a negative effect on
basic science and traditions of trust and
collaboration. Rather than coming together
to create simple, workable legal and regulatory ABS frameworks, providers and users of
genetic resources are increasingly estranged.
The bioprospecting environment is characterized by misunderstanding, mistrust and
regulatory confusion.
Under the auspices of the CBD’s Ad
Hoc Open Ended Working Group on Access
and Benefit Sharing, negotiations are taking
place to develop an international regime on
ABS in relation to biological resources and
traditional knowledge. Such negotiations
have been ongoing for four years, and are
due to conclude in 2010. The process is

intensely political and conflict-ridden, with
little agreement on either the scope or objectives of the new regime. Bridging polarized
views might be possible however, with
improved understanding of the financial,
legal, scientific and technological realities of
bioprospecting and the benefits it can yield.
Also needed is the development of informal
processes to promote dialogue and build
consensus between stakeholders. These are
areas in which NGOs can make an important contribution.
Sarah Laird is the Director of People
and Plants International, and is a
member of IUCN’s Species Survival
Commission. Rachel Wynberg is a
senior researcher, based at the Environmental Evaluation Unit, University
of Cape Town, South Africa. This article is based on a paper prepared for
the CBD Secretariat (UNEP/CBD/WGABS/4/INF/5), the full version of which
can be found at www.biodiv.org.

Call of the wild
Training and awareness-raising are essential to ensure that nature-based tourism develops
sustainably in Latin America, says Ronald Sanabria.
ature-based tourism is booming.
Tourists are flocking in the millions to
biologically-sensitive areas that until
very recently were considered too remote to
access. Some argue that nature tourism is
growing three times faster than the industry
as a whole. According to Conservation International, tourism to biodiversity hotspots—
the majority of which are located in poorer
countries—increased significantly between
1990 and 2000. These naturally-endowed
regions are magnets for visitors who may
inadvertently threaten the very places they
come to enjoy.
According to the United Nations World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO), with
almost 850 million people travelling each
year, the tourism industry now accounts for
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8% of all jobs worldwide. For developing
countries, this number is even more significant: tourism is the number one source of
revenue for more than 30% of the world’s
poorest nations.
Boasting beautiful coasts, majestic
mountain ranges, colourful cultural history
and some of the largest expanses of undisturbed tropical forests in the world, Latin
America features enormous biodiversity and
has the most to gain—or potentially lose—
from the tourism boom. According to the
UNWTO, the number of international visitors to Central America rose from 1.9
million in 1990 to 7.0 million last year,
while in South America, visitors increased
from 7.7 million in 1990 to over 20 million
during the same period.

By integrating the three principles
of sustainable development—ecologically,
economically and socially sound practices—the tourism industry in Latin
America has the potential to make travel a
tool for the conservation of natural
resources and cultures.
This is why the Rainforest Alliance is
working in Belize, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Ecuador and Nicaragua to overhaul the
tourism industry from top to bottom. “By
giving hotel owners and tour operators an
incentive to protect the world’s beautiful
and undeveloped areas, we are convinced
that tourism has the potential to be a
powerful agent of change,” says Ronald
Sanabria, director of the Rainforest
Alliance’s sustainable tourism programme.
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